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1 Abstract

This talk presents an MT system for the au-
tomatic generation of Danish Wikipedia articles
from Swedish originals. The translated Wikipedia
(WikiTrans) is indexed for both title and content,
and integrated with original Danish articles where
they exist. Newly added or modified articles in
the Swedish Wikipedia are monitored and handled
on a daily basis. The translation approach (Gram-
Trans) uses a grammar-based machine translation
system with a deep, structural source-language
analysis. Morphosyntactic disambiguation and
lexical transfer rules exploit Constraint Grammar
tags and dependency links to access contextual in-
formation, such as syntactic argument function,
semantic type and quantifiers. Out-of-vocabulary
words are handled by derivational and compound
analysis with a combined coverage of 99.3%, as
well as systematic morpho-phonemic translitera-
tions for the remaining cases. Reflecting the sim-
ilarities between Swedish and Danish, the system
achieved high BLEU scores (0.65-0.8 depending
on references), and outperformed standard STMT
and RBMT competitors by a large margin.
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